Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Quinella 1,5,6 ($10 for 33.33%)

1. RAILWAY STATION HOTEL
- VON SCHNITZEL (8) mustered good early pace in his solid placing here last start. A repeat of that effort will see him hard to beat. PETENTIM (2) showed good early pace placing here on debut. He is capable of further improvement.

2. CHASERS FUNCTION CENTRE
- ANGEL OF GLORY (5) mustered good pace in her solid placing here last start. A repeat of that effort will see her hard to beat. DOLCE VENTU (3) is capable of running home well with a clear run. PRETTY CRAZY (1) has claims.

3. MCIVOR RD VETERINARY CLINIC
- CANIS REGIS (5) showed a good turn of foot soon after box rise in his placing here last start. He looks hard to beat if able to repeat that effort. Placed 2 of 5 here, MELOS GIRLFRIEND (2) can challenge early. BUFFY'S BEAR (7) can improve.

4. 3BO 93.5 FM (1-2 WINS)
- Racing well, MADELEINE JAY (6) has the ability to show good early speed in her races. Placed 4 of 5 starts here, she will prove hard to catch if she drops. Dropping in grade, MISS UTOPIA (1) must be respected. TANTRUM TOMMY (5) has claims.
Race 5
SURE AS @ STUD
SLIPAWAY ANNA (3) showed a good turn of foot soon after box rise in her win at Shepparton. She will take running down if able to work to the lead. Racing without luck, VALENTINE BELLE (7) is capable of improving based on her placing here.

Box 4: 3 - SLIPAWAY ANNA 7 - VALENTINE BELLE 6 - JEMLEEU 2 - ALICE FOX

Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Trifecta 2,3,6,7 ($10 for 41.66%)

Race 6
BENDIGO ADVENTURER
As evident in her placing at Sandown Park in July, MINT BURST (7) has the ability to produce smart early sectionals. Racing without luck, she is capable of improvement. Checked early placing here last start, SNAPPERS MATE (6) has claims.

Box 4: 7 - MINT BURST 6 - SNAPPERS MATE 2 - AUSSIE IRISH 5 - COSMIC LADY

Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Trifecta 2,5,6,7 ($10 for 41.66%)

Race 7
DIAMOND VISION PHOTOGRAPHY
Placed in 8 of 14 starts here and with the ability to run home strongly, HE'S YOUR MATE (5) looks hard to beat with a clear run. WILLOWALE HAWK (5) will take catching if he can lead. DAWN CRUISE (3) has claims on his placings at Geelong.

Box 4: 5 - HE'S YOUR MATE 5 - WILLOWALE HAWK 3 - DAWN CRUISE 1 - GIDDY UP

Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Trifecta 1,3,4,5 ($10 for 41.66%)

Race 8
K9 RACERS SYNDICATION
HE'S NO JET (8) is a strong chaser and he is capable of running home solidly. He must be included here. LE LUCA (2) showed good early pace winning here recently in a solid 28.72 and he must be considered here.

Box 4: 8 - HE'S NO JET 2 - LE LUCA 1 - MORNING CRUISE 4 - WOWZA LEE

Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Trifecta 1,2,4,8 ($10 for 41.67%)
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In a tough race, MIDNIGHT JENNY (8) was an improved effort here last start winning in a solid 28.67 after showing good early pace. She must be included here. OLYMPIC LASS (7) is better than form suggests and she could be the improver.

Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Trifecta 2,3,7,8 ($10 for 41.67%)

TOPCAT VIDEO PRODUCTIONS

In a tough race, MIDNIGHT JENNY (8) was an improved effort here last start winning in a solid 28.67 after showing good early pace. She must be included here. OLYMPIC LASS (7) is better than form suggests and she could be the improver.

Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Trifecta 2,3,7,8 ($10 for 41.67%)

In a very open race, LOUD AND NAUGHTY (1) must be included after overcoming bother here last start to run 24.53. GELWIX (6) must be considered on his recent efforts and SLIPAWAY ROBBIE (8) has claims on his recent 22.60 Shepparton win.

Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Trifecta 1,3,6,8 ($10 for 41.67%)

In a very open race, LOUD AND NAUGHTY (1) must be included after overcoming bother here last start to run 24.53. GELWIX (6) must be considered on his recent efforts and SLIPAWAY ROBBIE (8) has claims on his recent 22.60 Shepparton win.

Watchdog Suggested Bet >>>> Box Trifecta 1,3,6,8 ($10 for 41.67%)